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Chairman’s Chat

by CHAIRMAN MAX

It’s a time for new resolutions! (apart from the obvi-
ous ones about eating less mince pie... er... and getting in
the Chairman’s chat in on time for the newsletter...). So
why not take up a new skill this year? Challenge yourself
to do something you haven’t done yet in orienteering!
Night? Urban? Indoor? Mountain Marathon? Mountain
Bike? Radio Direction finding? Blindfold? (OK.. made
that last one up... I think). Maybe it’s the classics of plan-
ning, organising or controlling an event. Maybe it’s taking
one of these to the next level. You could set a fitness tar-
get like running at least 75km a week every week for a
year (well done Colin!). Or train for a triathlon by learn-
ing to swim (well done Paul*). Or mapping some new ar-
eas and learning OCAD/Mapper (well done Ken). Or mar-
keting the club by new tweet skills (well done Katherine).
Maybe it’s going on a course to be a first aider (well done
everyone that did that!) or a coach? Ah! Well done me!
(and all of you who already have coach qualifications).

I must say that doing the coaching qualification was
good fun. We had a weekend near Stirling where a bunch
of us set coaching exercises for the other trainee coaches
to do. This was the ’introduction to coaching’ course.
I then did another weekend where we covered more
ground for the Level one coaching course qualification.
If you fancy doing this let me know - happy to advise.

One thing I learnt was that the Swedish for ’attack
point is ’last safe point’ (sista säkra). It’s interesting be-
cause whilst they are the same thing (ie a close by feature
that you can use to navigate to to find the control) ’at-
tack point’ conveys a more aggressive approach whereas
’last safe’ point conveys a rather more cautious philoso-
phy - "beyond this point there be danger and dragons -
go slow!" - and clearly this is the reason why I have been
going wrong all these years! Armed with this knowledge
my resolution is to make 2019 the year of the perfect run
(check back in 2020 to see how I got on...) We currently

have a vacancy on the committee for Events Co-ordinator
to take over from Pat’s extremely valuable support over
the years. If you are interested in helping with this let me
know.

We also have an unofficial Interloper outing to Club La
Santa in Lanzarote this February half term with a number
of us going out there. Do come and join us if you fancy a
bit of winter sun and training!

Good luck in 2019 - see you out there!
*Mind you I’m not sure if floating by being assisted by

rubber buoyancy pants really counts as swimming... (ok
sour grapes on my-rubber-buoyancy-pants-less part)

The Xmas thought of Chairman Max...

Club champion: Angus Ivory
The mystery of the club champs has been solved! The

results have been fed into the finely -oned, fiendishly-
designed algorithm, and Graeme Ackland came out as
the winner. At which point we gave the algorithm-athon
a swift kick, it stopped taking the mickey, and confirmed
that Angus Ivory took the club champs victory 2018 at
Barr Wood, with an excellent run. Congratulations An-
gus, the trophy is on its way to you.
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Editorial
by THE EDITOR

Apologies for the delay. I’d intended to put this newslet-
ter out before Christmas, but sadly now the Easter Bunnies
are already in the shops. Anyway, time to enjoy some Com-
passSport Trophy hubris, Colin Everamblingly and Kather-
ine Ivory reflect on juniors past and present while Jane and
Pat report on international derring-do and Claire reveals
the Club Champion. And if your oeuvre remained uncom-
pleted for the current edition, fear not, contributions for
issue 182 are already welcome. Finally I promise not to slip
into that terrible modern habit of starting sentences with a
preposition. So here it is, Merry Christmas, even though its
been and gone...

The editor searches for a control.

Great ESOC Legs of our time
by CRAIG LOCKHEART AND MEG ETLAND

An opportunity for ESOCian levels of mins/km

Jokes
by CLAIRE’S COMEDY

My New Year’s resolution is to get in shape. I choose
round

I went to Waterstones and asked the woman for a
book about turtles. She said ’hardback?’ and I was like,
’yeah, and little heads’

Great ESOC Maps of our time
by SCOTT ICHAMPS (2017)

Gullane at High tide
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Compass Sport Trophy

by JUAN SMOOR

For the third year in succession, we made the long trek
south to beat up on the brambles and the English. This
year it was Cannock Chase, and an area called Haywood
Warren, which is quite delightful in the spring and, well,
less delightful in the Autumn. Undeterred our brave lads
and lassies took a substantial victory, led by our nippy
nippers, with individual wins by Sam Bartlett and Fred-
die Carcas, and second spots for Fiona Eades and Pippa
Carcas, just edging Mairi Eades into third. The other scor-
ers Claire Ward, Colin Eades, Peter Gardner, Ann Haley,
Murray Strain, Jane Ackland and cap’n Rob Lee, with ex-
cellent backup from the rest of the team. Moreover, Pippa
took the Golden Boot for the fastest run-in, beating all the
elite women, and all the Interlopers aside from Brother
Frederic.

Steve Rush took some excellent pictures of interlopers
competing in the forest. Though on further inspections,
we’re all sensibly sticking to the paths. Here’s a small
sample.

Su Twissell,
Took her whistle,

Compass and map,
and her run was ... really excellent, thanks for asking.

Jane was determined to stay on the tracks.

Interlopers: always heading in the right direction.

CompassSport Cup 2019

No matter the outcome of Brexit, next year’s CompassS-
port Trophy final will be handy for anyone working in
Brussels, Paris, Amsterdam or Cologne. And before we
can even aspire to that we have to negotiate a qualifier
on March 17th at Clyde’s notorious TBC forest.
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CompassSport Trophy Winners and Pippa’s fastest run-in to boot.

Mint and Spriddle
by BATH AND WELLS

A few enthusiastic Interlopers braved the long jour-
ney south and east (honest)) from Edinburgh to take
on the Sprint and Middle Championships. The Sprint,
at Bath University, featured some confusing multidimen-
sional options for going over the main university con-
course or under the "service" level.

The middle champs met with even less INT-success,
just the one bronze medal for james (at M20, once a
veil was drawn over the M18s) and a narrow miss for
Mairi in 4th. Stock Hill is a postage stamp-sized area of
technical old lead mining, and the event was controlled
by your very own Editor. The planner, Ben Chesters, has
a very distinctive style combining high intensity control-
picks with long route-choice legs. The W50 course gives
an idea of the sort of thing you missed.

Bath University gave some testing routechoice options going up and down across the main area.
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Orienteering in Bavaria
by JANE ACKLAND

Despite its steep and rocky appearance, the Bavarian forest
named efficiently, as "Bavarian Forest" was lightning quick

underfoot and a real delight.

With our home threatening to be overwhelmed by
James’ festival-going uni-friends, we needed to find an
alternative venue for the week. Hence the Bavarian O-
tour. To be fair, the planning was probably the other way
round, but whichever, it worked out fine and our home is
still standing.

The Bavarian O tour was a bit of a win. We hadn’t
really sampled Germany before. I have a hazy memory
of interrailing under the influence of Rhine wines, while
Graeme will have only experienced Germany conference-
style. Bavaria probably isn’t typical of Germany anyway,
but it was jolly nice. The tour organisers were keen for us
to immerse ourselves in their cultural programme, but we
confined ourselves to soaking up the Danube and German
beer, and of course, orienteering.

There was fantastic attention to detail, be it intrica-
cies of rock or complexity of rides, or optimisation of
map scale. We sampled two very different forests and two
lovely old Danubian towns (Regensburg and Passau). The
final day took us around Castle Trausnitz in Landshut,
with its cobbles, fortifications and moat and a very very
steep sided hilltop forest, leading to that orienteer’s co-
nundrum - which shoes? The correct purchase (such a
lovely word) probably determined the medal winners on
that day.

We can proudly say that we contributed to GB’s po-
sition of second in the all-important medal table of 26
countries, outclassed only by the Czech republic, who felt
the need to seal their victory by supplying twice the num-
ber of competitors. The event was put on by a small but
passionate band of Bavarian orienteers, and this was their

second multi-day. Look out for the third... when they have
the energy to put on such a fine event again.

Sprintelope

Our award-winning series, voted one of the best early-
evening urban orienteering leagues on Wednesdays in the
East of Scotland, will return in 2019. If you can host an
event from your house/place of work/favourite location
please let Graeme know.

You need to show up on the evening, collect entries,
put out some kind of markers and collate results. People
normally do planning, advertising & printing, but I can
do it if needed. Mapping is not normal, but always wel-
come! Knowing that INTerlopers are the most flexible and
accommodating people around, I let ESOC and ELO have
first dibs on dates. Here are the Wednesdays through the
summer, already taken: just pick another Wednesday!

24 April ELO
8 May ELO
15 May ESOC Holyrood Park
29 May ELO
5 June ESOC
12 June ELO
19 June ESOC - Ewart Scott, Livingston
3 July ESOC
31 July 6-day sprint

To recur is Divine
by EADES & CABAN

You may have noticed how fast Messrs Eades and Ca-
ban have been running in the last few years. Investiga-
tive journalism by The Interloper now reveals the secret
of their success.

Colin Eades: Run at least 75km per week
Paul Caban: Run further than Colin
David Eades: Run further than Paul.
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Msixtysomething
by COLIN INVERARITY

Colin In. in action

Hello ! Hello ! Three in a row. Three in a row. The
Compass Sport Trophy has made it back to Edinburgh
(unless it has been lost in transit somewhere). Our suc-
cess over the past few years is undoubtedly down to the
fact that we have just the correct ’balance’ of club mem-
bers. We’ve always tended to have a core of elite run-
ners but sometimes we’ve found ourselves a bit short
of seniors and juniors to have a meaningful chance of
winning. The Compass Sport Cup/Trophy has seen many
changes in its format over the years but the present one
just seems to ’fit’ our club ideally at this time. This is in
no small part due to the current cohort of young and en-
thusiastic orienteers making their way through the age
ranks. We must also be benefiting from those former elite
runners who have aged gracefully into the senior ranks
but haven’t quite reach veteran status. (That’s real veter-
ans - not this over 35 nonsense !)

With the ’remote’ locations of the final recently it has
taken a fair amount of dedication for club members, and
families especially, to make the long trek down into dark-
est England especially with the prospect of school the
next day to think of in many cases. Hats off then to var-
ious Bartletts, Carcases, Eades, Galloways, Ivorys, McIn-
tyres, Ross’s et al who’ve helped Interløpers not just in the
final but in the qualifying round(s) needed to get there as
well.

I sometimes wonder what these youngsters think
when this aging orienteer bumbles into the club tent once
in a blue moon hogging up a lot of space with his ever-
increasing bulk. They must also wonder later why is he
just arriving back at the tent now when everyone else
was back over an hour ago ? It is great to see them
all mucking about together and getting enjoyment from
the sport. At least I think they are. Was it the same for
my family ? I held this mistaken belief that I had intro-
duced them to a family friendly sport where they got to
visit different parts of the country, be out in sometimes
beautiful scenery, keeping fit and healthy and also get-

ting cakes and juice in any suitable cafe near the event.
Our youngest son Calum destroyed that idea a while back
when he remarked on "stuck in the middle of a muddy
field on the edge of a forest in the middle of nowhere
waiting hours for dad to come back from his run." This
probably explains why I turn up alone at events, but for a
fair number of years they were dragged around Scotland
and some bits of England as well. I seem to remember
having some great times at 6 Six Days between 1991 and
2001 until age and other sports seemed to bring a halt to
it all.

Retaining youngsters in orienteering is a constant
problem. Scanning the age profile of BOF members no
doubt shows a pronounced skew towards males over 55.
What happened to my children and the ones who were
around when they took up the sport ?

In Interløpers when I joined there were the 4 Bal-
four girls, Gail, Fay, Rachel and Kirsty. Kirsty was also
good at swimming. In fact, she ended up winning 8 Euro-
pean, Commonwealth and World Championship medals
and represented Britain at the Olympics. Perhaps she was
wise to give up on the orienteering. Also around at the
time were Gordon and Ynske Riemersma. Gordon headed
to Sweden after completing his medical training and I
think is still active there though running rather than ori-
enteering I believe. Ynske (now Fawcett) headed to deep-
est England. The Squire family were also active. Anthony
made it to the JWOC if I remember correctly and is still
competing for NOC at a high level. Mark was seduced by
American Football for a while though whether he is still
doing some recreational activity or not now I’ll have to
check with Pat. Graeme Ambler was another Interløper
of that era. Graeme could be seen in later years with his
wife and family and parents at the INT tene various Six
Days and is now clinical lecturer in Bristol and sometime
BOK orienteer.

So what happened with the Inverarity tribe. The el-
dest, Niall, loved reading and was fascinated by maps.
So much so that rushing around the course didn’t seem
that important to him. His mother once said "Once you’ve
worked out where you are on the map, run as fast as you
can !" to which he replied "Why ?" Despite it all he did
manage to represent Scotland but there wasn’t much to
choose from at the time. He was roughly the same age as
Murray but was never going to challenge him.

Ruaridh would run like the wind and occasionally re-
member to look at the map. He also suffered from not
being as fast as someone the same age in the shape of
Oleg. Then, to make matters worse, this young lad from
the school I taught at was persuaded to switch from run-
ning and cross-country to orienteering. His name, Scott
Fraser.

Calum, the youngest, probably had the best balance
of speed and map reading skills but had a bit of an aver-
sion to mud and getting dirty. Perhaps it is a combina-
tion of never going to be as successful as others, alterna-
tive sports appearing more attractive and just growing up
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which see some junior orienteers fail to carry on with the
sport.

Niall continued to orienteer at university and even
managed to gain a half-blue at Cambridge and ran in the
Varsity match which they decided to hold in Sweden that
year. When he moved to Australia he converted like many
other orienteers to triathlons. Perth has the sort of cli-
mate where it is pleasurable to do that. Since he moved
to Nairobi his activity has been curtailed a bit as there
are fewer safe localities to run in. His decision to take up
climbing did have the bonus of allowing him to meet his
partner at the climbing wall.

Ruaridh loved football but also dabbled in rugby. He
was bit upset when he didn’t make the football team at
high school so converted fully to rugby. He became rather
good representing Edinburgh at schools level and becom-
ing part of the Scottish Development Squad. He also con-
verted a few tries on the big pitch at Murrayfield in front
of about 100 family and friends when Boroughmuir beat
Hawick to take the U-16 Scottish Club Championships
one year. Orienteering needless to say had been sidelined
with the commitment needed to play for school and club
each week, associated training and demands of the SRU
for fitness programmes. Unfortunately, the demands of
the SRU became rather ridiculous when he was sitting his
Highers and Advanced Highers and so he concentrated
on club and region duties. He was full of optimism when
he went to university in Newcastle that he would con-
tinue with the rugby but found himself one of 160 hope-
fuls at the trials in Freshers’ Week. He may have been a
relatively big fish in a small pond in Scotland but found
himself competing against centres who had represented
England. He did make the 2nd Team but as with many
clubs all the focus was on the 1st Team and they were
rather neglected. This led him to just play intra-mural
and an under-utilisation of his talent. Since entering the
world of work and living in central London the oppor-
tunities to train and play are limited with many of the
clubs located in the suburbs so he now just plays in a
5-a-side league on a Monday evening with some fellow
architects. His Irish girlfriend does run, however. And he
has finally bought himself a pair of running shoes and
can sometimes be found accompanying her along the Re-
gent’s Canal in Hackney and over towards the Olympic
Park.

Having already noted youngest son Calum’s memo-
ries, I was a bit taken aback at not appreciating how I
had mentally scarred my children all those years ago in
my selfish pursuit of orienteering mediocrity. I seem to re-
member them having a laugh and mucking around with
various Tullies in car parks the length and breadth of the
country but maybe I was mistaken. Calum too gave up
orienteering for rugby didn’t quite possess Ruaridh’s abil-
ity or passion for it. Of the three of them though, he is
the one who is most likely to go out for a run or a cycle
and did so quite regularly when back in Edinburgh be-
tween the various bouts of volunteering and internships

he went through before finally gaining his first full-time
paid employment at the age of 29.

So what’s going to happen to today’s crop of Interløpi-
nis ? Will they continue to orienteer over the years or will
work and family conspire to change this ? Perhaps some
of them will keep on running at university and meet sim-
ilar minded people of the opposite sex and doom their
offspring to orienteering also. What of my lot ? I still har-
bour the thought that the benefits of healthy activity and
the opportunity to be out in the countryside and visit lots
of different parts of the country instilled in them in their
youth may see them taking their children orienteering in
the future. We’ll see !

Following Colin’s peaen to juniors passed, here’s an up-
date on recent successes of the INT junior brigade...

Nippy Nippers
by KATHERINE IVORY

INT juniors selected for 2018 Summer Camps:
Lake District GB talent camp and Deeside

M/W16s - Pippa Carcas
Junior Regional Orienteering Squads (JROS),

Lagganlia M/W14s - Angus Ivory
Stockholm M/W18s - Mairi Eades

ScotJOS 2018-19 selections:
Pippa Carcas INT W16
Angus Ivory INT M16
Mairi Eades INT W18

GB Talent Squad: Pippa Carcas (W16).
And juniors on victorious Scottish teams in UK events

UK Junior Inter-Regional Competition
- Sept (Chatsworth): Mairi Eades (W18)

UK Junior Home International
- October (Errochty and Bonskeid): Angus Ivory

(M14)
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Junior Inter-areas
by KATHERINE IVORY

The main event this autumn was undoubtedly the annual
Inter-Areas competition, held up in MOR turf at the end
of October. 120+ junior competitors gathered in Grant
Park, Forres for the relay competition on the Saturday.
The crisp autumnal sunshine at the start of the day soon
gave way to driving sleet, but this didn’t prevent the ju-
niors from racing hard for victory. Congrats to Angus,
Duncan (ESOC) and Finn (TAY) for putting East in second
place in the Open relays, against tough competition from
the West. The individual race at Roseisle on Sunday was
in very different terrain, and unsurprisingly it was North
who excelled in the rolling forested sand dunes. Saturday
night was spent in Inverness Youth Hostel, with a quiz
organised by Angus with gratefully-received compering
help from Pippa and Max. A great weekend away, even if
East did come home with the wooden spoon again. The
distance and various injuries etc meant depleted num-
bers but INT was well-represented and thanks to every-
one who made the trip up. Next year’s competition will
surely see East rise to victory at last!

In particular, big thanks to the fabulous team who
made the whole thing possible, with considerable INT in-
put (INTput?). "It’s pretty easy", said Jane Ackland some
time back in 2017; "you just find a good suitable SOL,
book a youth hostel, and let people know". Later on,
Claire mused, "well, I suppose it could be fun organis-
ing a little relay competition" and got involved too. Af-
ter a year of herding cats (and eventually identifying a
suitable SOL and Saturday location, even if the best we
could do was 160 miles away) we emerged older, wiser,
and with ever greater respect for the folks who regularly
run large (and much larger) events. Couldn’t have done
it without: Colin and Lorna Eades’ support for planning
and map-printing, Jon Musgrave (MAROC) controlling,
Keith Brown (ESOC) for SI, Tim and Kate Darlow (ELO)

for catering support, Mary Ross (first aid) and a crew of
valiant parent volunteers over the weekend itself - not
least Claire herself for stepping into the breach as over-
all commander after the Ivories (apart from Angus) were
unfortunately detained at home.

ESOA Junior Training
ESOA runs a programme of junior training events,

which is about to be revamped.
The intention is to continue with junior’s training ses-

sions organised on a collective basis across ESOA clubs.
Options are now under discussion, as Maureen Brown
and Bill Stevenson have stepped down after valiant ser-
vice organising the programme over the past couple of
years. Judy Bell (ESOC) is now in post as the East re-
gional development officer and is taking an active interest
in juniors’ development. If you have thoughts and sugges-
tions, please do get in touch.

Interlopers at The World Schools
Orienteering Champs

by S. TONY-ANNE
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One of the eInterloper’s roving reporters caught up
with Angus Ivory.

So Angus, what is this World Schools thing?
- Every two years there is a World Schools Orienteer-

ing Championships, a weeklong event around April or
May for school pupils from lots of different countries to
compete in. It is hosted by various countries - Sicily in
2017, Turkey in 2015 and even Edinburgh in 2008. Inter-
lopers juniors including Pippa, Mairi, James, Freddie and
Alex have gone in previous years. This year it is being
held in Otepää, Estonia.

How did it all start? - Every year there is a Scot-
tish Schools Championship in early June, which is always
good fun, and people who went to that are eligible to
go to an additional qualifier for the Scotland team for
the biannual World Schools. There are two age groups,
M/W1 & M/W2 - for pupils who are 13/14 or 16/17/18
years old. Last time I was too young and next time my
year-group will have exams, so this was the best time to
try, as I really wanted to get in to the team. I also really

wanted to get a team together from my school (George
Heriot’s), so persuaded my cross-country friends to give
it a go too.

What did you have to do to qualify? - In September
a group of young orienteers raced in the dense under-
growth of Faskally for the chance to go to Estonia next
year. I and two recently-converted fellow school cross-
country runners (Tomas and Amius) took part too. The
top three times from each school are added up and the
winning school gets to submit a team to go, but there are
also up to ten places (five each for boys and for girls)
for individuals who didn’t have a qualifying school team
but were good enough. We’d done well at the Scottish
Schools in June so we were feeling hopeful. In the end
we won against Aberdeen Grammar School by 2 minutes.
We then had to recruit an extra couple of runners - one,
Tommy, had been at the Scottish Schools but couldn’t do
the qualifier, and then we recruited Eunus too. So there
are now quite a lot of Interloper M16s!

When and where is it and what races and other fun stuff
will you be doing?

- Otepää in Estonia, at the start of May. There is a
long race, a middle and a friendship relay, where we are
grouped together with people from other countries for
a sprint around the town, and there is a cultural day as
well. We are encouraged to swap our team kit if we like
other nations’ kit. And because the Ryanair flight is only
once a week, we get an extra day sightseeing in Tallinn.
(while the rest of our year do their S3 exams...)

What chances do you think your team has? - I don’t
really know. It’s been great just getting to go to World
Schools, but now we’re setting out to beat all the Scan-
dinavians. We’ll be happy as long as we beat England
though! We have all been doing some technical train-
ing and going to local events to get some more practice.
We will be running in the Schools category for the actual
event, which means for team scoring it’s our top three
times.

What are you most looking forward to? - I think the
chance to go to Estonia - it will be my first time orien-
teering abroad (apart from in Wales) and the maps look
very complicated. It’ll also be fun meeting all the other
countries’ orienteers.

Anything else you want to tell us? - Well, now that we
have qualified, we have to fundraise for the trip. So far
we have been holding bakesales, with one planned at
Arthur’s Seat for the EUOC Big Weekend with various ac-
tivities and lots of delicious baking (made by us), so make
sure you come along to enjoy the quality cakes!
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Fun Quiz: Name that SOL
by SUE D’ONIM
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Fun Fun Funchal!
by PAT SQUIRE

"Lift up your pectorals"
These were part of the Final Details* for the races held

in Funchal, Madeira on 8th & 9th December last year as
part of the final round of this year’s City Race Tour.

The format was much as I have experienced before at
these events with a Sprint (-ish) race on the Saturday fol-
lowed by the main Race Tour event in the City centre on
the Sunday.

It was wonderful to be able to run in shorts and T shirt
in December as the temperature was in the mid 20’s on
both days. The experience was made even more surreal
by hearing "Jingle Bells" and "Silent Night" being broad-
cast over PA systems through the town centre and having
to run past cribs and statues of shepherds and wise men,
not say dodging the various Santas and elves who were
parading around the Christmas stalls.

Saturday’s event started at the edge of a park over-
looking the harbour where the coming and goings of
huge cruise liners were a feature of the week’s stay. The
park proved surprisingly tricky in some places before my
course (and I think most others) went through a fairly
straightforward set of controls around hotel and casino
buildings. We then had to cross a main road (Funchal ob-
viously doesn’t have quite the amount of traffic at this
time as elsewhere) and enter a school complex (primary
and secondary?) which, with short legs turning back and
across themselves, proved again quite tricky.

Sunday’s race started near the Town Hall and took
us around the streets and alley ways in Central Funchal
- a process that had been aided somewhat by having

taken a couple of guided walks through the area earlier
in the week! The benefits of being a tourist! Being a very
hilly City (as is the whole of Madeira) the courses didn’t
venture too far inland. Rather they followed an out and
back format firstly to the west and then eastwards. A no-
ticeable feature of the event (which presumably also re-
flected the cooperation that the race had received from
the City / Island authorities) was the presence of police
officers at the crossings of the main roads. There was no
dubiety as to who had right of way at this time. A sharp
blow of the whistle and a raised hand to the oncoming
vehicles and we, the runners, were ushered across with
hardly a break of stride.

Two very enjoyable races and incredible value for
money. For 10euros we had entry to both races plus a
goody bag containing a peaked cap, portion of Madeira
cake, lanyard strap, canvas bag and various brochures re-
lating to Funchal and Madeira.

*This must have been a literal translation of the orig-
inal Portuguese. My interpretation was that "pectorals"
relates to ’chest’. What is there about the chest that could
relate to an orienteering event? Answer: a bib that is
worn on the chest! "Lift up" could be interpreted as "pick
up", hence "pick up your bib (from Registration) before
starting your race".
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Forthcoming Events, spring 2019
by WWW.SCOTTISH-

ORIENTEERING.ORG/SOA/CATEGORY/FIXTURES-EVENTS

We’re looking forward to staging the Scottish Night
Champs at John Muir Country Park on February 2nd.
With a handy indoor venues and favourable tides the
courses will visit the legendary "Spike Island" - a sandy
spit of dune detail. The Park also features the mighty Hed-
derwick Hill Plantation - reknowed as being the lowest
hill in Scotland

If you’re successful at the Scottish nights, it will serve
as no preparations whatsoever for possibly the hard-
est orienteering event ever staged in the UK - MAROCs
British Night Champs on Muir of Dinnet on Saturday 23rd
February.

This year’s JK is in the deep south: Aldershot Barracks,
Windmill Hill, Cold Ash and Minley. 19th-22nd April is
the date for Easter this year Expect open woods, lots of
tracks and relatively simple navigation. And a steeply in-
creasing entry price hiked higher after 14th January.

Before that, for those of you who prefer running to
navigating, there’s the ESOC sprint-O in Broxburn, and
for those who prefer navigating to running, its SOL-1 at
Birsemore. For something in between, CLYDE host the
CompassSport Trophy qualifier on March 17th, and the
all-new Scottish Middle Distance Champs are on March
30th on Birnam Wood, with SOL 2 At Dumyat the next
day. April 13-14 is a Triple header Sprint-middle-long
from MasterPlan Adventure at Falkland in Fife.

All this leads up to the British and Scottish Champs
in May, in Yorkshire and Dumfries and Galloway respec-
tively.

Phew, I need a rest after just typing all that!

Big Weekend
by EUOC

The traditional curtain-raiser for the Scottish season
is Edinburgh University’s "big weekend" where Colin
and Graeme struggle to keep the students under con-
trol fantastic courses are available on the streets of Edin-
burgh (Saturday) and Holyrood Park (Sunday). This year
has some added spice with the World Champs Embargo
meaning the Urban race has moved west, based around
Stewart’s Melville School. The normal attractions of the
Royal Mile are exchanged for a couple of art galleries, a
different Cathedral and the fiendishly technical and steep
Dean Village.

With a night-O on Calton Hill and a Ceilidh to add to
the mix, it will be a post-Xmas cracker, so get your entries
in before 22/01/2019.

What’s a Masterplan Adventure?
by GG SLOTT

Scotland has a new club,
for some reason called
Masterplan Adventure. Led
by Graham Gristwood, it is

made up of second-claim
members from other clubs
including your editor. It ex-
ists as an event organising
club, rather than a com-
petitive one, aiming to put
on quality events like the
"Resolution Sprint", Scot-
tishSpring and the flagship
SprintScotland.

INT events report
by PAT SQUIRE, EVENTS COORDINATOR

As far as events are concerned the Club has finished
the year with 2 "double headers".

The Junior Inter Area relays and individual races were
held in Forres and Roseisle respectively, on 27th/28th Oc-
tober in conjunction with SOUL & SOL events. A number
of Club juniors were participating with many adults in-
volved with planning, organising and helping.

Our annual INTrepid weekend was held on 2nd/3rd
November with a SOUL event based in Eliburn and a
SOSOL at Dechmont Law. The number of participants was
126 & 200 respectively. Robin planned the urban event
with Paul organising and Ken controlling, the next day
Ken was organiser and planner with Paul controlling.

In addition to these events, throughout 2018 we
also put on 6 CATI (Saturday series) local events and
7 SprINTelopes, so many thanks to all those who con-
tributed either by planning, organising or controlling and
all of you who provided invaluable assistance by helping
on the day on one or more occasions.

For 2019 we currently have 2 events scheduled. In
February we will host the Scottish Night Champs near
Dunbar. Caspian has agreed to plan and Paul will organ-
ise. The usual call for helpers will be forthcoming shortly.
A while ago we had committed to a SOL event in 2019.
This will now be held at Drummond Hill on 8th Septem-
ber (subject to gaining final approvals and permissions).

Graeme has kindly offered once again to coordinate
the SprINTelope series and will be seeking offers to
host/plan/organise events in due course. As I have now
stood down as Event Coordinator this is my last Newslet-
ter report so I would just like to sign off by thanking all
Club members who have contributed to the many events
we have put on over the last 4 years and trust that you
will be supportive of whoever takes on this role for 2019
and beyond.
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